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Abstract

Increasing numbers of satellite missions necessitate a standalone power supply with self-recovery capabilities in case of failure in the space environment. A self-repairing kit was developed with the capabilities to repair the damaged solar array by dispensing conductive inks. Dispensing of conductive materials using direct writing technology to the space environment not only repairs damaged electronic components but also demonstrates the possibilities of manufacturing in outer space. For earth application, properties of direct writing inks have been evolved. In space application, direct writing inks or conductive inks have some issues such as outgassing, vapor pressure, curing etc. Therefore, having the properties known of electrically conductive ink can be used for dispensing materials in future space application. This research deals with the curing behavior of electrically conductive inks in simulated space environment.

For the experimental investigation, two types of electrically conductive ink E1660 (Ercon) and CB102 (DuPont) have been chosen which passed the requirements of NASA low outgassing (according to ASTM E595 test, condensed volatile collected mass is less than 0.1%). Also, both of the inks were studied previously as direct writing inks on a 3D printed substrate. E1660 and CB102 consist of flake based silver particles and nano silver particles respectively. A microdispenser was developed to demonstrate the ink injection on a customized printed circuit board. A simple and low-cost continuity test method was used to demonstrate the conductive behavior of inks at different temperatures and pressures at the representative of simulated space environment.

A thermal environment test that had the ability to create the temperature range from -150°C to 350°C was chosen to verify the experimental methods and procedure. Continuity test and voltage divider rule were employed together to determine the time required to develop a conductive path.
on the surface and subsurface of the ink trace after being dispensed on the substrate. Time was measured until the maximum conductivity obtained for each test. Subsequently, to simulate the space environment, a thermal vacuum chamber was chosen that had the capability to create low vacuum pressure ($10^{-2}$ Torr) and thermal cycle (-80°C to 100°C). Thermal vacuum testing was used to examine the curing properties of conductive inks in a vacuum environment. For each thermal vacuum test, there was some bubble formation on the ink surface. Therefore, it was essential to study the microstructure of the cured ink after vacuum testing. SEM micrograph and LabVIEW machine vision tool were used to determine the void space that was created due to the evaporation of polymer binder or solution form the ink bulk. Though $10^{-2}$Torr vacuum level is not exactly representing the deep space environment, this thesis provides the necessary information to develop a direct writing repair kit and characterization techniques of commercially available and previously studied inks.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Number of spacecraft is increasing day-by-day and it is adding more and more space debris. According to national aeronautics and space administration (NASA) data as of July 2016 [1], more than 500,000 pieces of trackable space debris are orbiting the earth. Space debris consists of both natural (meteoroid) and man-made particles. Only the man-made space debris is trackable in space whereas natural micrometeoroid is not. As a space shuttle leaves the earth, it enters the low earth orbit (LEO) first. Figure 1 is representing the geocentric orbit locations depending on the distance from earth’s surface (sea level). Medium earth orbit (MEO) spans from the end of LEO (2000km) to starting of geostationary earth orbit (GTO at 35786km) [2]. With the entry of a space shuttle to each geocentric orbit, the collision takes place with high velocity (7223m/s) debris [1]. Thus, it is not always possible to return back to earth with the same parts. It refers that some parts and materials are lost in space because of collision with space debris. This collision phenomena behaves as a chain as one broken part collides with other and leads to damage of other parts of

![Diagram of geocentric orbits](image-url)

Figure 1: Classification and location of geocentric orbits based on the distance from the earth’s surface (sea level) [2].
space vehicle or space station. Space environment hazards such as electrostatic forces, ultraviolet irradiation etc. are responsible for damaging and malfunctioning of electronic components (e.g. antenna, solar array). Damage of a solar panel is a major concern for a space vehicle. In space, solar energy is the only power source and solar panels provide the means to collect solar energy and convert it into electrical energy.

Since solar panels are the key to derive electricity from sunlight to power a space system, damage to solar panels may lead to failures of the mission of space systems such as satellite, cube satellite, or space station. The damage to solar panels can be caused by space debris or the long-term exposure to the harsh space environment. Table 1 represents the temperature and pressure ranges in the space environment. Primarily the space environment consists of the UV radiation, high vacuum, charged particles or plasma, and a wide range of temperature. Earth’s atmosphere filters out the UV ray of solar radiation and the plasma environment is located above the earth atmosphere. Plasma environment consists of equal positively and negatively charged particles.

Continuous deposition of charged particles on the surface of materials in space environment can generate high potential voltage and heat flux. The potential voltage difference between materials surface and subsurface degrades the materials property and ultimately leads to failure in space. Radiation environment in space leads the UV irradiation of electron and trapped particles on the surface and subsurface of a material to degrade the material properties. Therefore,

### Table 1: Space environment characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Space Environment</th>
<th>Sea Level</th>
<th>Low Earth Orbit</th>
<th>Medium Earth Orbit</th>
<th>Geostationary Earth Orbit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (°C)</td>
<td>-40 to 40</td>
<td>-10 to 60</td>
<td>-20 to 75</td>
<td>-150 to 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure (Torr)</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>$10^{-2}$ to $10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$10^{-5}$ to $10^{-8}$</td>
<td>$10^{-6}$ to $10^{-11}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the materials in space environment degrade with elapsed time. Solar panel of a satellite is always exposed to space environment. The space environment degrades the materials of the solar panel. According to the experimental investigation [3] and mission in space, the junction points between the arrays of the solar panel were mostly vulnerable and destroyed due to the exposure in space environment. Figure 2 represents a typical damaged solar panel junction of STS120 mission [2]. Also, the long-term exposure to the different orbit of the space environment such as Low Earth Orbit (LEO), Medium Earth Orbit (MEO), and Geostationary Transfer Orbit (GTO) has a detrimental effect on the solar panel [4, 5, 6].

According to the authors in [7], charging and discharging are also often factors to initiate the damage in microelectronics and solar panel of a satellite. Space grade shielding materials that

![Figure 2: Photo of a damaged junction point P6 solar array on 4B wing of STS120 mission.](image)

The damage was found after the redeployment from original position of the vehicle [3].
have the ability to prevent UV irradiation, and electron emission, can be used to mitigate the damage and failure of microelectronics in space. But the solar panel damage cannot be mitigated as the shielding materials on panel surface reduce the efficiency of solar cell.

The authors in [8], presented the cost associated with the insurance of various parts of a satellite. A highest 33% of insurance claimed by only the malfunctioning of solar panel. In each satellite, solar panel takes about 30% of the total cost. If there is no malfunctioning or damage on the solar panel, then a major part of entire mission cost will be greatly reduced. Therefore, having the unavoidable factors of space hazards, there is a necessity to develop a solar panel or any electronics component repair kit. Direct writing is an unique idea to repair the damage by joining the terminal of solar cell with electrically conductive materials. Deposition of conductive materials

![Pie Chart](image)

**Figure 3:** The pie chart shows a break-down of insurance claim for different malfunctioning in satellite operations. A highest 33% claim against solar array damage represents the high stakes involved with the loss of power supply which could be repaired with conductive inks
layer-by-layer or direct writing can fix the problem of loss of conductivity and make the damaged part fully functional. Therefore, there is a need for a system that dispenses conductive materials. Future additive manufacturing with the combination of direct writing of conductive materials in space, as well as the characterization of printable materials in a low vacuum environment, is an emerging research field.

Electrically Conductive Ink (ECI) characterization, has evolved greatly since its first use in the printing of electronic technology. Results of the applied curing method and limitations imposed by the curing environmental conditions indicated the final application. Printed electronics that consist of ECI, are made by either conventional printing technology (2D printing e.g. inject printing on paper) or direct write (DW), which this manuscript focuses on. However, the versatility of ECI in terms of the deposition parameters as well as, electrical, mechanical and morphological properties are the driving force for the use of DW technology to fabricate electrical and electronic prototypes. Though, ECI is highly used in the field of printed electronics [9], printed optics [10] and medical applications [11], until now no evidence was found to study the conductive ink characterization in low vacuum or space environment. Therefore, there is a need to further study on the conductive path development methods in space environments.

Space environment refers to temperatures ranging between -150°C and 150°C, pressure ranges of 10^{-2} Torr to 10^{-10} Torr, Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) from the sun, magnetic field fluctuation, high energy particles (charged or neutral) [12]. Electronic components that are made for space environments are usually manufactured in atmospheric conditions and followed by post manufacturing operations such as heat treatment, polishing, lapping to produce space-grade components. These techniques are used to prolong the durability of the components and allow the material to withstand the harsh environment. However, there is very limited research on the
manufacturing or repairing of electronic parts that are durable in harsh environments. Due to the different properties of each material, there are some challenges on the durability and qualifications of materials applicable for such space environment conditions. Outgassing from electronic chips or surrounding materials in space is one of the most common phenomena of physical deterioration because it causes electrostatic discharge during operation or thermal cycling. For the past four decades, there have been many research and industrial efforts to try to prevent outgassing after the complete solidification of the liquid materials. There are some commercially produced ECIs (silver ink from DuPont, silver contained adhesive from Thorlab Inc., and epoxy based silicon-silver conductive paste from Master Bond) available which can be applied to extreme environments only after complete solidification. Currently, manufacturing processes of space-grade parts are done at earth-based in-house facilities of industry or research laboratory. However, no electronic parts are currently being fabricated in space conditions, due to inability or lacking facilities specializing in the characterization of commercial inks while under thermal vacuum conditions. Data and observations of conductive trace in a thermal vacuum system can lead to new innovative electronic fabrication processes and repair of the damaged component that can be executed in space environments.

Space environment can be simulated in a vacuum system to create a low vacuum, thermal cycling, UV irradiation (high or low energy electron irradiation), and other relevant conditions [13]. Under these conditions, the durability of ECIs can be tested and recommendations can be made for space applicability, especially to repair the damaged electronic components of a satellite.

1.2 Motivation

ECI can be used as a material for direct writing to repair conductive trace between two junction point of electronic components in space. The variation in mechanical, electrical, and
thermal properties of ECIs are demonstrated adequately by testing in atmospheric condition. According to the specific requirements, ECIs can be selected and manufactured the desired parts. Continuous effort on the characterization of ECI research work has been carried out to obtain the desired properties within fabricated parts or electronics [14, 15]. Improved properties have been achieved after manufacturing of electronics and electrical parts only because of the evolved curing characterization and post curing operations. A better understanding of material properties during curing and post curing (in operation) is helpful when selecting the appropriate materials for manufacturing. This is because different metallic ink or materials have different curing time and mechanical properties. These parameters can affect the performance and quality as well. Since there is no research work on curing characterizations of ECI in a vacuum condition, there is an immense scope to investigate the curing phenomena in a thermal vacuum environment. Investigation of ECI curing phenomena in thermal vacuum condition will explore the possible opportunity of future manufacturing and repair in outer space. Curing of ECI in the space environment depends on several parameters such as the temperature, pressure, radiation environment, and so on. Therefore, this research will provide a better understanding of the conductive path development in the ink trace after being dispensed on a substrate, post curing properties and the potential application of ECI in the space environment. There are three main phases of this research work. First, the experimental study demonstrated the conductive behavior of selected ECIs in atmospheric condition. Second, the similar experimental procedure was employed in simulated space environment. Simulated space environment was made in a thermal vacuum chamber. The thermal vacuum system consists of the elevated temperature and low temperature testing facilities. To demonstrate ECI dispensing parameters such as trace thickness, width, and length, a micro dispensing system is needed, which dispenses the ECI on customized
PCB substrate. This micro dispenser works similar to an extruder of the three-dimensional printer because the printed trace is the addition of the materials layer by layer on PCB which defines the additive manufacturing as well as the three-dimensional direct writing. Thirdly, the post curing characterization such as continuity data analysis, SEM image analysis demonstrated the microstructural changes and conductivity mechanism through the flakes and Nano particles of the ink trace.

1.3 Thesis objectives

Space applicable printed electronics, shielding parts of satellite electronics and space shuttle repair kit as a conductive materials filler in space are the next generation technology, which is depending on the ECIs to obtain the sustainable as well as the reliable solution in space. The primary goal of this research was to develop a method of testing the conductivity properties of liquid inks after being dispensed on a substrate such as the time required to develop a conductive path, pressure, temperature etc. in a simulated space environment. Also, the ability to print the ECI or conductive paste using a micro dispenser demonstrated in the thermal environment but further investigation is needed in actual space environment in future. Meanwhile, this research work demonstrated the technique of dispensing the ink in a thermal environment which could be useful in further ground testing and simulated space environment testing of the space applicable materials. The overall research objectives of this thesis are following:

1. Development of spring loaded micro dispensing system to inject the ECI in simulated space environment.

2. Characterize the behavior of conductive ink and paste in thermal environment (at atmospheric pressure 760 Torr) and thermal vacuum environment (at vacuum pressure $10^{-2}$ Torr).
3. Investigate the possibility of ECI as the future direct writing of conductive material for space application.

4. Demonstrate the potential application of ECI as conductive materials with injector as payload of a 1U CubeSat.

The first objective serves the dual purpose in such a way that it can be used to dispense the liquid ink or paste in thermal vacuum system and similar mechanism can be used in space to demonstrate the direct writing technology and future AM. Rest of the objectives are the complementary for 3D printable electronics either in regular use in earth environment or the space environment.

1.4 Thesis outline

Overall structure and contents of the thesis are described as follows. Literature review at chapter 2 presents the past researches which have studied the curing characterization of ECI in atmosphere (sea level). Also, the space environment and thermal vacuum system have been described in this chapter to discuss the possible opportunity of direct writing of electrically conductive ink and future AM in simulated space environment. Chapter 3 represents the methods and experimental procedures. The method of the conductive path development discusses the various techniques and mechanisms to accomplish the thesis objectives. The experimental procedure and test setup provide a model for the overall test procedure and facility for simulated space environment and atmospheric testing. Additionally, the material selection, thermal testing, electrical instrumentation and data acquisition procedures are discussed. Results and discussion in chapter 4 present the findings of curing parameter in a thermal environment chamber (at 760 Torr), thermal vacuum chamber (at 10⁻² Torr). Additionally, the surface structure or morphology and
limitations associated with the existing experimental setup was also discussed. Finally, in chapter 5 the conclusions and recommendations to implement in future work are provided.
Chapter 2: Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

According to ASTM F2792-12a standard terminology, additive manufacturing (AM) is a process of joining materials to make objects from 3D model data, usually layer upon layer as opposed to subtractive manufacturing methodologies [16]. Comparing to the traditional manufacturing techniques that can create a prototype using significant number of process and methods, rapidly grown AM technology takes the prototype fabrication to the next level by accomplishing followings: (a) complexity is free, (b) no assembly, (c) variation in design, (d) infinite shades of materials, (e) integration of multiple operations, and (f) less constraints. Initially, AM were limited to prototyping, but improvements of design parameters, mechanical properties, post processing have allowed the wide range of customization in structural parts and components fabrication [17]. AM technology comprises of seven different categories. A brief description of all seven categories offered in next sentences [16]. (i) Binder jetting, an AM process in which a liquid bonding agent is selectively deposited to join powder materials. (ii) Material jetting, an additive manufacturing process in which droplets of build material are selectively deposited. (iii) Directed energy deposition, an AM process in which focused thermal energy is used to fuse materials by melting as they are being deposited. (iv) Material extrusion, an AM in which material is selectively dispensed through a nozzle or orifice. (v) Sheet lamination, an AM process in which sheets of material are bonded to form an object. (vi) Vat photopolymerization, an AM process in which liquid photopolymer in a vat is selectively cured by light-activated polymerization. And (vii) Powder bed fusion, an AM process in which thermal energy selectively fuses regions of a powder bed. To obtain 3D objects using AM technology following common steps need to be done. The first step is to make a CAD file of the desired object and convert it to a STL file. The second step
is to send the tooling command from STL file to the AM machine. AM machine builds the 3D part layer by layer. The final step is to remove the part from AM machine and post processing if required. Though there are various types of AM technology available for parts fabrication, author of this thesis uses only a part of material extrusion technology to fabricate and repair electronics components.

Electrical parts such as Printed Circuit Board (PCB) can be manufactured using the combination of 3D printing technology and direct writing technology. For example, a 3D printed substrate that has pre-designed trenches on the body can be used to fabricate functional and structural electronics. The pre-designed trenches on the substrate are filled out with the deposited ECI using an extruder head that can dispense conductive ink. Deposition of ECI on trenches or pre-specified paths need two major components. Firstly, a computer controlled translation stage helps to generate a pattern of conductive ink on a substrate. Secondly, an ink deposition nozzle

![Figure 4. 3D printed multifunctional and structural electronics using ECI. White traces represent cured conductive ink that were dispensed in pre-specified trenches on a 3D printed substrate [18].](image-url)
helps to dispense ink of specific dimension to the order of millimeter and flow rate to the order of milliliter per hour. The generation of predesigned and specific ink pattern on a substrate using an ink dispensing nozzle and computer controlled translation stage is known as direct write (DW). The combination of DW and AM created a platform to make structural and functional electronics. The authors in [18, 19], integrated AM and DW technology to fabricate structural electronics at W M Keck Center for 3D Innovation, University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP), USA. Figure 4 represents the multifunctional and structural electronics fabricated by integrating AM and DW technology at W.M. Keck Center for 3D Innovation (UTEP).

Currently, the multi-functional additively manufactured components are fabricated using embedding or trenching process of conductive materials [15]. Progressive research works in the field of multifunctional 3D printed parts have attracted the relatively lower cost conductive ink, paste, and powdered materials in an electronics system. In [20-24], the authors provided the results for a relatively better understanding of the extrusion materials properties under thermal shock, vibration, tensile, and compressive load. The goal was to create the grading among silver particles contained conductive inks for functional electronics fabrication. The ultimate and key factor was the conductive materials that could increase the usefulness of the additively manufactured parts for multiple purposes. Investigation on the development of conductive path or curing behavior of those conductive materials in different environment such as in thermal vacuum environment will explore the opportunities of future fabrication and repair on outer space.
2.2 Direct writing technology

The ink dispensing technology advances with the progressive research work on conductive particles and organic binder of inks. According to the authors of [27-30], conductive inks can be deposited to create functional structured layers. This is defined as direct writing (DW). DW, three-dimensional printing (layer by layer) of conductive inks and other related approaches consist of patterning mechanism using a deposition head. Figure 5 represents the classification of DW methods which are applicable to create a conductive trace and fabricate functional structures layer by layer. Authors in [31-34] described that the flow based direct writing technologies were involved in the deposition of liquid and colloidal conductive inks. Flow based conductive inks dispensing technique requires either a positive mechanical pressure device (syringe pump) or an extruder. Using these two devices ink deposition can be done in the following two approaches: (1) continuous trace and (b) droplet based. To obtain conductive trace on a substrate, continuous ink deposition is a reliable approach because it can create a conductive trace with specific trace

**Figure 5:** Classification of direct writing methods [33]

- **DPN:** Direct pen nanolithography
- **NFP:** Nanofountain pen
- **FIB:** Focused ion beam
dimension (micro meter to the millimeter). Commercially available small diameter ink deposition tips (e.g. 0.1mm to 1.5mm, Nordson EFD Inc.) are used to obtain a variety of trace in terms of thickness and width. Deposition tips are selected based on their trace dimension and the dispensing environment such as temperature, pressure etc. Figure 6 represents a typical DW system for conductive inks deposition on a substrate.

For continuous DW, dispensing valve and tips have been evolved through a tremendous effort in industrial and academic research and development. As a result, the three most well-known and established methods are known as nScrypt, MicroPen Technologies, and Nordson EFD Inc. (for the automated dispensing system). All of them are trademarks. The core technology of the nScrypt syringe based DW system is a high precision micro-dispensing pump with accurately controlled air pressure, timing, valve opening, and dispensing height [35]. MicroPen technologies for DW were produced by OhmCraft Inc. MicroPen technology uses an extrusion method to dispense conductive inks. It has unique writing parameters for each pen such as speed of writing, size of orifice, and deposition materials [36]. Using these available DW technologies, a hybrid
manufacturing platform was developed by authors of [18, 19] for structural electronics. They integrated the DW technology with additive manufacturing to fabricate functional and structural electronics. Similar technologies can be developed such as the DW on a 3D printed substrate or an existing electronic component (microstrip antenna, damaged solar array junction) to implement in space environment as a repair kit.

2.3 Conductive materials for DW technology

Most commonly used conductive inks in DW are silver (Ag) and copper (Cu) based. The formulation of metal based ink was investigated by changing the mixing approach of metal part and solution (alcohol or acetone). Those mixing approaches were investigated using both Ag based inks [14, 37-40] and Cu based inks [41-44]. The ability of a conductive ink to print and adhere to substrate depends on the ink formulation and composition e.g. conductive particles, polymer binder, and dispersant. Also, according to the authors of [26], the formulation mechanism such as selection and mixing of conductive particles and polymer solution dictates the conductivity property of the ink. The important rheological properties of inks are the surface tension and viscosity. The authors in [45], demonstrated that physical properties of the conductive ink trace relied on the viscosity, surface tension, and ink compositions as well. Conductive particles of ink try to accumulate together at a point on highly polished surface because it offers more surface tension on ink. A highly polished surface offers more surface tension on ink, which leads the conductive particles and polymer binder of the ink to accumulate together at a point [26]. Viscous ink tries to hold pre-specified trench on the substrate, although it requires higher injection force to dispense the ink. On the other hand, low viscous materials get the flattened pattern on the surface that is not desirable for printed electronics. To satisfy the demand of the printing in different
substrate materials, ink can be formulated in different ways. Table 2 represents a group of common ingredients of conductive inks.

There has been tremendous research done in creating conductive inks and colloids [27-40] that can be dispensed and cured to provide conductive traces. Jennifer A Lewis formulated a silver based conductive ink for that dimensional printing that has a highly conductive feature ($>10^4$ S/cm) at room temperature and atmospheric pressure [28]. All the steps involved in the silver ink formulation to the end user applications have been studied under room temperature and atmospheric pressure condition. Until now there is no such research effort found on the characterization of conductive inks in low pressure (less than 760 Torr) and low temperature (below 0°C). The author of this thesis is interested in using commercially available (previously studied at room temperature and atmospheric pressure) silver based DW conductive inks to characterize in low vacuum ($10^{-2}$Torr) and temperature range of -70°C to 70°C (representative simulated space environment). Using this characterization information, a DW repair kit can be developed for space application.
For vacuum applications, there are commercially available silicon RTV (Room-Temperature-Vulcanization) of diverse kinds (conductive, adhesive, nonconductive etc.). In [46, 47] the authors demonstrated that silicone has the low outgassing properties. Having the proved low outgassing value of silicone, they also formulated RTV materials for space application. All of the RTV materials were investigated at atmospheric conditions to determine the post curing physical and mechanical properties. Low outgassing test of cured RTV confirmed that silicone containing materials could be useful for space application. As a result, commercial organizations (Thorlab Inc., DuPont, Insulectro etc.) are claiming that they can produce space grade materials and parts needed to deploy in space or high thermal vacuum applications. Space grade materials

Table 2: Common Ingredients in Conductive Ink [45]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Desired function</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Typical amount (wt %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electrical conductive filler</td>
<td>Conductive materials to develop conductive path</td>
<td>Metal: Silver, Copper, Nickel, Metal precursor: copper oxide, nickel oxide, nanoparticles</td>
<td>10-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispersing medium</td>
<td>Provides continuous phase</td>
<td>Non-polar solvent: tetradecane, ether, toluene, cyclohexane</td>
<td>30-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispersant</td>
<td>Prevents fillers from aggregation</td>
<td>Polar solvent: water, ethanol, propanol, ethylene, glycol, diethylene glycol, glycerol, formamide, methyl ethyl ketone, Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), ammonium polyacrylate, sodium polyacrylate, anionic phosphated alkoxyalted polymer (Solsperse 40), block copolymer with acidic affinity groups (Disperbyk 190), polycarboxylate ether (Sokalan HP 80)</td>
<td>2-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binder</td>
<td>Adhesion to the substrate</td>
<td>Organic binder: PVP, acrylic resin, vinyl acetate polymer, polyketone resin, Inorganic binder: glass frits, borate nanoparticles, titanium and aluminium coupling agent</td>
<td>3-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
are used to protect the electronics components from harmful effects of UV irradiation, thermal shock, and the impact load of space debris. The challenging part to use the silicone RTV in space was to cure it at low temperatures and make a conductive path. Silicone based materials need the curing temperature to be above 100˚C, and the pressurized (more than 760 Torr) environment promotes the initiation of curing process as well. Since the materials with small amount of silicone (30% by weight) are less conductive and easy to pass the outgassing requirements, NASA was tried to mix some RTV materials, glass microballoons, silicone oil, a fumed silica (known as Cab-O-Sil) with a catalyst (amino propyl) triethoxy-silane (trade name A1100 under general electric subsidiary) to obtain the desired properties after curing in a simulated space condition [48]. Mixing of these elements and catalysts created a nonconductive trace to repair damaged part of space shuttle STS54 in the international space environment. It was cured in a space environment after 24 hours (vacuum condition) with the formation of some bubbles. Curing mechanism and bubble formation information in the experiment conducted by NASA and Lockheed Martin Corporation was helpful to study the feasibility of direct writing of conductive trace in space environment.

2.4 Development of conductive path on ink trace

The mechanisms involving in a conductive path development (or curing) dictates the application of conductive materials on electronics component fabrication. Materials are selected to print or manufacture of electronics parts based on the conductivity requirements and time to develop conductive paths. Therefore, it essential to understand the solidification process of ink traces.

From Table 2 it can be seen that there are several options available for a conductive ink formulation. The basic formulation of silver based conductive ink consists of two parts. Part one
is the silver particles that could be the flakes or nano particles. The second part is the solution that is nonreactive (inert) or reactive polymer binder.

Development of conductive path of a conductive ink with organic binders is shown in Figure 7. A conductive part in the form of flakes or nano-particles and a binder part in the form of an organic binder which is often a polymer. In solvent-based conductive inks, the organic part is a mixture of polymer and solvent. The curing process can be performed at room temperature or at

Figure 7: A flow diagram of the binding process of the Ag based conductive ink with elapsed time and change in temperature [29].
an elevated temperature. At room temperature curing, the solvent evaporates and the polymer starts to crosslink with elapsed time. Although curing at room temperature results in a conductive path via particle connections, there is increased the contact of particles when curing at temperatures above the debonding temperature. When the ink is cured at the debonding temperature, the polymer is removed from the matrix of conductive particles, which results in increased contact between the flakes [29].

The process of conductive path development depends on the system or environment pressure, temperature, degree of chemical reaction, and catalysts. Curing kinetics of conductive inks can be demonstrated by using the differential scanning calorimeter (DSC), thermo-gravity analysis (TGA), and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) etc. The analytical results also represent the mechanism of solvent evaporation and solidification. In DSC, a continuous supply of heat flow is needed to determine the initiation of curing time and total time required to completely cure the specimen. The measurement of heat flow in DSC is proportional to both the overall heat release and the curing rate as shown by the following equation [49]:

\[
Rate \ of \ heat \ flow, \frac{dQ}{dt} = Q_r \frac{d\alpha}{dt} = Q_r k(T)f(\alpha) \tag{Equation 1}
\]

Where, \(\frac{dQ}{dt}\) is the heat flow, \(Q_r\) is the total heat released when an uncured material is brought to complete cure, \(\frac{d\alpha}{dt}\) is the cure rate, \(\alpha\) is the extent of cure, \(k(T)\) is the rate constant, \(T\) is the temperature, and \(f(\alpha)\) is the reaction model. Rate constant of a reaction can be determined using the Arrhenius equation:

\[
Cure \ rate, \frac{d\alpha}{dt} = A \exp\left(-\frac{E}{RT}\right) f(\alpha) \tag{Equation 2}
\]
Where $E$ is the activation energy of the reaction, $A$ is the exponential factor, and $R$ is the universal gas constant. By measuring the value of heat flow, temperature of the tested specimen and degree of reaction curing time can be determined graphically.

Additionally, the curing process depends on the vapor pressure and temperature of the material. Vacuum applicable materials need to satisfy the vapor pressure and temperature of the materials. Figure 8 represents the vapor pressure graph of some common conductive elements used in ink preparation. The complete list of vapor pressure curve for the solid and liquid elements was developed by RE Honig and RCA [50].

Figure 8: Temperature dependence of vapor pressure for the conductive elements i.e. metals of the periodic table. This graph informs about the vacuum pressure congenial to the evaporation of ink solvent from the bulk [50].
The rate of evaporation under variable pressures and temperatures are key factors of curing in vacuum conditions. The initiation of evaporations of solution form the bulk depends on the vapor pressure and temperature. The rate of evaporation can be calculated using the following formula [51]:

\[
\text{Solvent evaporation rate (\%) } = \frac{W_i - W_f}{W_s} \times 100
\]

Equation 3

Where, \(W_i\) is the weight of conductive materials before curing, \(W_f\) is the weight of conductive material after curing, and \(W_s\) is weight of the solvent in materials before curing. The rate of evaporation affects the curing process as the solvent evaporates and the conductive particles start to conduct electricity. Therefore, in vacuum or space environment, the development of a conductive path is different than the normal atmosphere.

The relation between vapor pressure and temperature of metallic ink can be described using the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. According to this equation, vapor pressure of the solvent of an ink is inversely proportional to the temperature [52]. Equation 4 represents the relation between vapor pressure and temperature of a liquid ink.

\[
\frac{d \ln(p)}{dT} = \frac{\Delta H_{vap}}{RT^2}
\]

Equation 4

Where \(p\) is the vapor pressure of the liquid, \(T\) is the temperature, \(H_{vap}\) is the enthalpy of vaporization and \(R\) is the universal gas constant.

Shelf life and operational life of an ink are important for DW of printed electronics applications. Premature solidification creates the clogging in dispenser orifice and prevents the injection on the substrate. The authors in [45, 53, 54] described the methods to modify the shelf life of conductive inks. According to their guideline of ink formulation, the filler or conductive particles of inks should be less than one-hundredth of the nozzle diameter. Also, the dispersant is
an essential part of conductive inks that dictates the shelf life. These criteria are helpful to select the inks for a particular application as well as to determine the shelf life. This thesis deals with the metallic conductive inks such as silver particles based inks. This is because silver based conductive inks have the potential to be dispensed and cured at low vacuum pressure as well as in a wide range of temperatures (45°C to 150°C). Using the previous research information and manufacturer data sheet on curing of silver based conductive inks, the author proposed to develop a repair kit that creates a conductive trace using DW technology in space environment.
2.5 Space environment

In the space environment, there are some complications such as damage to surfaces and subsurface materials of components due to the space hazards. According to the authors of [1, 12, and 55], the space environment consists of hazards such as space debris, ultraviolet radiation, plasma etc. ‘Space hazards’ name came due to their antagonistic effects in comparison to earth environment. *Figure 9* represents some common space hazards elements. Although to create a simulated space environment all the space hazards need to be incorporated in a vacuum chamber, the author focused on the low vacuum pressure and temperature only. This thesis is helpful for the future experimental investigation, that will integrate all kinds of space hazards in a thermal vacuum chamber.

![Figure 9: Common hazards in space environment](image-url)
The vacuum in the space environment means the pressure below the atmospheric pressure (1 atm = 14.6 psi or 720 Torr). There are different levels of pressures in different orbits and altitudes. For experimental purposes to simulate the space environment in a laboratory, vacuum levels are classified according to the pressure ranges of different orbits and altitudes. Table 3 represents the different vacuum levels used to simulate the space environment in a laboratory.

There are some advantages and disadvantages of a vacuum environment. The advantages of a vacuum environment can be seen in chemical vapor deposition and microstructural image acquisition technology, etc. By removing the foreign and unwanted gaseous molecules from a closed chamber, pure substrate can be deposited or topographical image can be achieved. On the other hand, a vacuum has some hazardous effects in space. In summary, the following three potential problems can be created due to vacuum in space. First, a thermal vacuum creates the outgassing of trapped molecules from surface and subsurface of the materials. Outgassing of materials degrades the material and shortens life spans. To meet the NASA low outgassing requirements, spacecraft materials should comply with either ASTM E1559 [56] or ASTM E595 [57] test. Secondly, cold welding is another potential risk of the thermal vacuum. Two metallic parts are fused together due to the cold-welding effect in space so there is a probability of locking any mechanism and having it clogged forever. Third, in a vacuum environment (below 0.1 Torr)
there is only one heat transfer mode active, which is radiation heat transfer from source to sink [55].

Temperature variation is common phenomena in the space environment. At sunlight condition, temperature can rise to 150°C, and no at no sunlight temperature can fall down below -150 °C depending on the orbit and altitude. The coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) is a thermodynamic property that depends on the temperature of the body and surrounding environment of materials. Since it is thermodynamic property, it depends on the temperature change. At low temperature (-73°C), a specific material such as stainless-steel (304) shrinks (14.8×10^{-6} mm/mm.°C) and at high temperature (205°C) it expands (16.6×10^{-6} mm/mm.°C).

Although this study did not evaluate CTE of conductive inks, a description is important in space environment is offered to demonstrate the change in dimension of parts due to temperature change. Following calculation provides an idea about the effect of temperature change in length of a stainless steel (304) part.

Assuming, at room temperature (T₀=23°C) a stainless steel bar has a length (L₀) 100mm. The coefficient of thermal expansion (α) of stainless steel bar is 17.3μm/m.°C. Due to the increase of temperature (Tᵢ) to 100°C changes of length (∆L) can be calculated using Equation 5: [58]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Vacuum level (Torr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low vacuum</td>
<td>1 to 10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium vacuum</td>
<td>Less than 10^{-3} to 10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High vacuum</td>
<td>Less than 10^{-5} to 10^{-8}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultra-high vacuum</td>
<td>Less than 10^{-8} to 10^{-12}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[
\frac{\Delta L}{L_0} = \alpha (T_f - T_0) \tag{Equation 5}
\]

\[
\Delta L = L_0 \times \alpha (T_f - T_0)
\]

\[
\Delta L = 0.100 \times 17.3 \times 10^{-6} \times (100 - 23)
\]

\[
\Delta L = 0.16781 \text{ mm}
\]

From above calculation, it is obvious that length of stainless steel bar was changed due to the temperature change. Therefore, if any mechanisms or systems have two or more different materials with different CTE, then it is necessary to consider the temperature change effect on design because temperature change will create the dimensional inaccuracy, which may lead the failure of any component. Hence, the material’s coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) is an important factor for space applicable materials within the wide range of thermal cycle (-150°C to 150°C). The sudden variation of temperatures in space can be predicted according to the altitude and pressure as of orbital function. A standard rule of thumb was fixed by NASA for the thermal cycle to test any materials between -120°C to 120 °C [59].

The authors in [60] described that the natural space radiation environment can be classified in two groups: i) particles trapped in planetary magnetospheres or belts including protons, electrons, and heavier ions, ii) transient particles which include galactic cosmic ray particles such as protons and heavy ions of all the elements of the periodic table. Solar events such as coronal mass ejections flares are also included in the transient particles. The radiation belt in space environment has two parts. The belts are donut shape as shown in Figure 10. The inner part of the belt (extended between 400 km to 18,400 km from the earth’s surface) is known as Van Allen Probe-A. It consists of electrons and energy density is 10 MeV. The outer part is known as Van Allen Probe-B (20,000 km above the earth’s surface). It consists of proton fluxes with energy density greater than 30MeV [60]. The radiation environment with these band of energies causes
detrimental effects on material surface and subsurface. In short, the radiation environment in space can lead to following potential issues on a spacecraft: i) heat generation, (ii) degradation and damage of electronic components such as antenna, solar array junction and, [iii] creation of solar pressure that is exerted by electromagnetic radiation wave of sun light [55, 62, 63].

The plasma which is known as the fourth state of matter, in the space environment is approximately equal to the amounts of positively charged ions and negatively charged ions or electrons. Plasma density differs with respect to the solar radiation and altitude. Closer contact of charged particles, which comes from either solar radiation or Van Allen belt to the materials in the space environment, may cause the harmful impact by building up the negatively charged surface.
Sputtering, arching and single event phenomenon are the potential risks of the plasma environment [55, 59].

According to the authors of [1, 55], the space environment has a significant amount of debris and micrometeoroids. Front faces of a space shuttle are most likely impacted by the micrometeoroids whereas the back side or ram has the less chance to collide with the moving debris. The impact of debris depends on the size and velocity of a vehicle during the strike. Obviously bigger debris will create or initiate the crack in a bigger scale, but the small debris or micrometeoroids can also create the harmful impact by introducing the stress and strain in molecular levels. In the ground testing facility, some hydrodynamic testing can predict the failure criteria of micrometeoroids impact, but for larger debris impact there are limited scopes of testing of the materials or entire structures [55]. In the space environment materials are prone to fail with minimum impact as compared to the ground testing because the trapped molecules evaporate from surface and subsurface and create gaps between solid particles. Meanwhile, the electrostatic force and temperature gradient (low temperature or high temperature depending on the dark and sunlight condition) weaken the bonding of solid particles in materials. Therefore, to maintain the specific requirements of space applicable materials, certain measures (low outgassing, thermal cycling etc.) need to be taken during the materials failure criteria. Each mission is also accumulating the space debris by losing the parts of spacecraft or degrading the older parts of a satellite. Hence there is a probability that the future space vehicles and satellites will be affected by that man-made debris.

The authors in [59], reported that in space environment the gravity is not absolute zero. The gravitational force depends on the distance and, as the object moves further away, gravitational force decreases. A low gravity condition is known as the free fall. In low earth orbit, there is 91% of gravitational force existing as it is on the earth’s surface. Therefore, the gravitational force never
goes to absolute zero. During the space craft design, the mass of the vehicle is considered in such a way that in the space environment, less gravitational force can affect the velocity of the vehicle. In manufacturing or fabrication point of view, low gravity has an advantage for uniformity of the internal structure. At low gravity, elementary particles are distributed uniformly over the substrate’s surface which is always desirable. The difficulty arises when there is less adhesion force existed between two materials. For a liquid that made a concern among engineers mostly, the splashing or splattering occurs in free fall condition that ultimately hampered the manufacturing in vacuum environment (space condition). Therefore, a gravitational force or relatively higher adhesion force is needed to overcome the splashing phenomena.

The space environments (space hazards) are always unfriendly for any parts fabricated in atmospheric conditions, because the temperature fluctuations, vacuum, and space debris degrade the physical and chemical property of materials [62-64]. Therefore, some requirements need to maintain such as low outgassing (collected volatile condensed mass (CVCM) less than 0.1% or the total mass loss is less than 1%) during materials selection and manufacturing process in space environment. Materials selection for space application depends upon the materials physical and chemical properties. Low outgassing (ASTM E595) and degradability (ASTM E1559) tests are commonly used for selecting space grade materials [56, 57]. Both tests determine the collected volatile condensed mass (CVCM), total mass loss (TML), and water vapor regain (WVR) value after vacuum testing (24hrs cycle test). Parts fabricated using subtractive or additive manufacturing often undergo post manufacturing operations that are needed to cure and improve the physical properties such as mechanical, thermal, electrical, morphological, and operational lifespan.
Chapter 3: Methods and Experiment

This section will describe the design and fabrication of a mechanism for dispensing conductive inks in space conditions. In addition, characterization (i.e., continuity and scanning electron microscopy) of the ink behavior was tested in the following conditions:

- atmospheric conditions (temperature 25°C and pressure 760 Torr)
- low temperature (T = -50°C), atmospheric pressure (P = 760 Torr)
- high temperature (T = 80°C), atmospheric pressure (P = 760 Torr)
- low temperature (T = -50°C), vacuum pressure (P = 0.01 Torr)
- high temperature (T = 80°C), vacuum pressure (P = 0.01 Torr)

A continuity test is a method to determine whether a circuit is open or closed to conduct electricity. When the circuit is open there is no flow of electricity. The closed circuit allows current to flow, which is known as the continuity. A continuity test cannot provide any information on path resistance but only that path can carry electrons. This thesis uses the techniques of continuity test to determine the time required to develop a conductive path in the ink traces under different environmental conditions such as low temperature (below -20°C), high temperature (70°C), atmospheric pressure (760 Torr), and vacuum pressure (10^{-2} Torr). The combination of voltage divider rule and continuity test principle was used to determine the current flow across the conductive trace of inks. For each test, total supplied current was 0.9 to 1mA. According to voltage divider rule, the current was divided into two specimens by 0.5mA. During the experiment, maximum current flow through each specimen was 0.3mA. According to Ohm’s law, current flow through a conductive trace is proportional to the voltage difference.

\[ V = IR \]

Equation 6
Where V is the voltage drop across the ink trace, I is the current flow through the ink trace, and R is the resistance of the ink trace. For the open circuit, resistance (R) value is infinite and for a closed-circuit resistance has a finite value. By knowing the value of resistance and current flow, the voltage drop can be calculated. Otherwise, from voltage drop and current flow, resistance can be measured using Ohm’s law. The simplest method is to use a digital multi-meter to determine if the circuit is open or closed. Figure 11 demonstrates the continuity test of a conductive block. When the circuit is closed, the multimeter will indicate continuity either by sound (i.e. a beeping sound) or a visual indicator.

To measure the initiation of conductivity time and characterize the conductive behavior of inks, several experimental techniques are available. In [66], the authors used differential scanning calorimetry and thermo gravity analysis to investigate the curing time for the epoxy-based conductive adhesive. In [67], the authors used the elevated temperature curing, which was named as ohmic curing. Also, the microstructural characterizations by SEM were done to analyze the
necking phenomena of cured and damaged silver particles in conductive ink. Laser curing is mostly used for rapid curing of conductive ink. The authors, in [68] described the curing process using UV light generated by a laser and characterized the curing process of conductive ink. However, none of the above-mentioned curing processes were done in the space environment or similar conditioned environment to investigate the conductive path development process. This research introduced a new and simple method to measure the initiation of current flow after ink dispensing in a representative space environment. In addition, the total time required to obtain the maximum current flow of the conductive inks were measured and made a ranking of potential application in future space DW.

In liquid form, the electrical conductivity of the ink is zero because there is no current flow across the ink trace or film. When the temperature of the ink increases, cross-linking and evaporation of liquid solution leads the process of building a conductive path on ink (process has been described in Figure 7). Since the conductive path development is a temperature and time dependent process, the characterization is also defined according to the required time of maximum current flow through the conductive ink trace and temperature. To investigate the conductive path development process, all the experiments were conducted using a similar concept of a continuity

![Figure 12: Representation of conductive property of a liquid ink before and after developing conductive path.](image)
test. A similar methodology can be employed to determine the curing time and resistance of the trace of the ECI as shown in Figure 12. When the ink is liquid there is no current flow, which refers to that circuit is open. As the ink starts to cure it enables current flow. A cured ink gives the approximately same amount of voltage and current that is provided from the power supply unit. The total resistance of the printed trace can be calculated by determining the value of voltage and current flow across the trace.

The discussed test procedure was employed in both thermal vacuum system and atmospheric thermal environment testing. Only the sample test bed was placed inside the chamber and rest of the element such as the power supply, data acquisition system etc. was placed outside of the chamber.

3.1 Materials

Previously studied and tested for DW application, two different types of conductive inks were selected for the experimental investigation. Both inks were silver based conductive inks but the particle sizes were different. The Ercon E1660 (Ercon Incorporated, Wareham, MA USA) is a micro particle-based which has the flakes of silver (20µm). It's controlled electrical properties such as dimensional accuracy in trace and uniform liquidity during injection, are useful for many applications including electrical terminators, printed circuitry, sensor leads, printed antenna etc. [69]. The other tested conductive material was DuPont CB102 (DuPont Microcircuit Materials, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709) conductive paste [70]. Both materials have some unique properties which are looked-for the possible application in space. Though they have a significant difference in some property, for instance, they have equivalent resistivity (Table 4), but the
viscosities are different. CB102 silver nanoparticle conductive ink was selected for testing, because of its low outgassing performance, which is required for space applications. CB102 has a total mass loss 0.059% as determined by ASTM E595. The CB102 outgassing performance is below the 1.0% of NASA requirements. Also, the collected volatile condensable material is 0.026%, which is less than the maximum NASA acceptable value 0.10%. The challenges of the CB102 are the shelf life (less than 3 months) and storage temperature (below 5°C). Adding ethanol by mass ratio with CB102 increases the shelf life and reduces the viscosity. In experiments described in this manuscript, the addition of ethanol was done only to reduce the viscosity.

According to manufacturer report, E1660 silver flake based conductive inks have the shelf life of 6 months at room temperature (22°C). It has the viscosity of 17.5 Pa.s, that is favorable for flow based direct writing technology and three-dimensional printing. Controlled trace thickness (as there was no swelling or expansion after dispensing) and a short time to conduct electricity (approximately 1 to 5 minutes) at an elevated temperature increased the curiosity for experimental study in vacuum condition. Until recently, there is no information about the space application of E1660. For the experimental studies, other materials (CB100, CB028) were chosen, but some

Table 4: Conductive materials properties [49, 50].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Viscosity (Pa.s)</th>
<th>Bulk Resistivity (Ω/cm²)</th>
<th>Physical appearance</th>
<th>Silver Particles Size (µm)</th>
<th>Structure of Particles</th>
<th>Curing Time at Atmosphere</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ercon E1660</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>2.1×10⁻⁴</td>
<td>Silvery</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Flake</td>
<td>1-5 Minutes for 121°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DuPont CB102</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>1.8×10⁻⁴</td>
<td>Bright Silvery</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>Nano</td>
<td>60 Minutes for 150 °C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
initial parameter such as high CVCM (greater than 0.1%), low vapor pressure (7.5 Torr) of the polymer solution within inks eliminated them from further testing.

### 3.2 Micro dispenser design and printing

To inject the ECI, a micro dispenser was modeled and printed using stereolithography (SL printing) as shown in Figure 13. The dispenser (injector) contains a spring-loaded valve and a spring-loaded piston within the injector. The spring inside the injector is compressed and exerted a force on the piston to inject the ink. Another spring was used to create a normally-closed (NC) valve at the tip of the injector. To open the NC valve, a burn wire (30 AWG type Chromel C) mechanism released the compressed spring, to inject the conductive ink. In [71], the authors used the burn wire mechanism, because it is allowable in space applications and more reliable than other valve mechanisms such as solenoid valve, screw thread or stepper motor related mechanism. For small 1U CubeSat, power and mass budget always limits the capability of advanced mechanism in large scale. Therefore, lightweight and a simple mechanism such as burn wire release mechanism is popular for space application. The dispenser is supported by the rail support and carriage. Two stainless steel rods were used to guide the dispenser. A threaded rod, coupled with a stepper motor
(AM1020-ww-ee, MICROMO, 14881 Evergreen Ave., Clearwater FL 33762) was used to drive the dispenser for 40mm length.

The leaking of ink at the injector’s tip was a challenge. Two space grade O-rings were used along with the NC valve for sealing purposes. Though the injector was 3D printed to dispense the ink in space environment, a conventional 10ml luer-lock syringe (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ) was used for testing of ECI in the thermal laboratory environment. The conventional syringe was equipped with a Nordson EFD precision dispensing tip (Nordson EFD, Providence, RI), whose orifice diameter was 1mm.

For the space application, ULTEM 9085 or ProtoTherm materials need to be used. These two materials have low outgassing (less than 0.1% CVCM) properties and required mechanical, physical and thermal properties to survive in space environment. Table 5 represents some important low outgassing properties for ULTEM 9085 and ProtoTherm materials for space application. ULTEM 9085 was not used because the fused deposition modeling or FDM technology has the limitation on the resolution as compared to the SL printing. It is expected that

![Figure 13: Assembled CAD model of the Micro ink dispenser system showing the major components such as the 3D printed ECI substrate where the ink is dispensed, injector railing support to control print head movement and normally closed (NC) spring loaded valve that controlled the orifice.](image)
surface roughness of FDM parts is 70% larger of a SL part, so the friction force will also be larger. Therefore, an injector was printed using ProtoTherm material (SL printed part) as shown in Figure 14.

3.3 Spring selection and test

As the microdispenser for 1U CubeSat payload was spring loaded, a space grade stainless steel spring was selected. In the thermal environment, the extension spring can degrade the mechanical properties. In [73], the authors investigated the spring constant at thermal cycle. Results of the investigation indicated that extension spring constant reduced at low temperature and high temperature environment. Since there was no information about the compression spring
degradation in thermal environment, therefore investigation on spring constant variation in thermal environment was required. For the experiment of compression spring constant variation in thermal environment, stainless steel spring was chosen (Figure 15). Properties of this spring can be found in Table 6.

Using the Hagen–Poiseuille equation (Equation 9), the minimum force required to inject the ink from dispenser was calculated at 10.02N.

\[
\text{Pressure drop in barrel due to viscosity } = \frac{8\eta l Q}{\pi R^4} \tag{Equation 7}
\]

\[
\text{Viscous resistive force } = \frac{8\eta l_n Q R_b^2}{\pi R_n^4} \tag{Equation 8}
\]

Total injective force is the summation of viscous force and the friction force between plunger and injector wall. Therefore,

\[
\text{Injective force } = \frac{8\eta l_n Q R_b^2}{\pi R_n^4} + \text{plunger friction force} \tag{Equation 9}
\]

In this equation, flow rate, \(Q = 5\text{ml/min}\), length of the injector, \(l = 75\text{mm}\), length of the orifice \(l_n = 6\text{mm}\), radius of the injector \(R_b = 4.33\text{mm}\), radius of the orifice \(R_n = 0.4\text{mm}\), viscosity of ink \(\eta = 18.78\text{ Pa.s}\). The frictional force between the plunger and injector wall was determined

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Overall length, mm (in.)</th>
<th>Outer diameter, mm (in.)</th>
<th>Internal diameter, mm (in.)</th>
<th>Wire diameter, mm (in.)</th>
<th>Compressed length, mm (in.)</th>
<th>Maximum load, N</th>
<th>Spring constant, N/mm (lbs/in)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>38.1 (1.5)</td>
<td>7.95 (0.313)</td>
<td>6.17 (0.243)</td>
<td>0.88 (0.035)</td>
<td>22 (0.867)</td>
<td>17.7 (3.98)</td>
<td>1.36 (7.76)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
by Instron the tensile testing machine. By calculating the viscous force and friction force, total force required to inject the ink was determined which was 10.02N. Therefore, a stainless-steel compression spring was selected according to the required injective force.

The intention of spring testing was to determine whether the spring can provide the minimum force in low temperature and high temperature condition. The spring test was performed using Instron tensile testing machine. Details of the tensile testing machine and its thermal

Figure 15: Testing of variation of spring constant of spring at Instron tensile testing machine under thermal cycle. Temperature range of the testing was -50°C to 80°C using LN2 flow and heater in environment chamber.
environment discussed in later thermal testing section. The crosshead was moved at a rate of 5mm/min. Data were collected to construct force vs compression length graphs, from which a spring constant at a specific temperature was determined. Separate tests were performed at -50°C, 22°C, and 80°C.

3.4 Test sample preparation

A printed circuit board (PCB) was chosen as a substrate to dispense the ECI. The test PCB as shown in Figure 16, was manufactured using CNC machine. The first step was to create a CAD design of a set of connection paths on PCB. Then, the CAD file used to create Gcode for the CNC machine to remove the copper and create the open path of the continuity test circuit. To mitigate risk in the case that the printed trace failed during deposition, two circuitry paths were made on the PCB. The distance between the two connections that was filled by the ECI trace was 7mm. Overall PCB dimension is 50mm×35mm. All wires external to the PCB were connected to the copper foil paths by using solder. Bulk layer (the layer between the top and bottom copper

![Figure 16: (a) Schematic diagram of PCB (b) Manufactured PCB for ECI testing.](image)
cladding) of the PCB was electrically insulated but thermally conductive. Conductor layer helps to radiate heat in surrounding environment. The reason for removing the copper cladding was to make the PCB surface an electrical insulator and thermal conductor.

To determine the temperature of the ink and substrate, two thermocouples were placed on the plastic part of the PCB which is shown in Figure 17. An ABS plate (15cm×13cm×2cm) which was made by 3D printing, used to create the isolation between the base of thermal chamber and PCB. The bare part of the electrical wire and thermocouple sensor was covered by the Kapton® Polyimide tape. Gaseous particle inside the chamber might accumulate on the bare wire and thermocouple sensor resulting in faulty conductance results. Therefore, the bare wire was covered with Kapton tape before running the test. Also, thermocouple sensor was covered with Kapton tape and followed by the aluminum tape was used in order to adhere to the PCB board. The aluminum tape was used to adhere the Kapton tape on the PCB board. Because at low temperature

![Experimental test sample preparation on 3D printed ABS floor](image)

Figure 17: Experimental test sample preparation on 3D printed ABS floor
and high temperature testing, adhesion between thermocouple sensor and PCB may loose and disconnect the sensor part from the PCB. Also, the aluminum tape provides the actual temperature of the test environment. Though the Kapton tape is an electrical insulator, it has high heat resistance up to 175°C. Since the materials were dispensed on the PCB, it was essential to measure the ink temperature which was the PCB temperature. These two thermocouples were responsible for providing the temperature of the PCB.

3.5 Thermal test

To make the test procedures and experimental setups reliable, all the experiments were performed in two phases. First, the experimental procedures and tests data were verified in the Instron thermal chamber (HIGH WYCOMBE Model: 3119-609, Made in England). Secondly, a vacuum thermal chamber (Kurt J Lesker Company, Jefferson Hills, PA) was developed to test the conductive inks at low vacuum (10⁻² Torr) and a -70°C to 70°C which was a representative of simulated space environment.

The Instron thermal chamber as shown in Figure 18, has the temperature control within the range of -150°C to 350°C but does not provide a sealed pressured environment. Low temperature...
or cryogenic testing was done by circulating the liquid nitrogen (LN2) through shrouds which were placed inside the wall of the chamber. To know the temperature distribution inside the chamber one thermocouple was suspended from the top wall of the chamber to the free space, therefore the temperature above the ECI can be measured. The main challenge with the low temperature testing was moisture condensation over the specimen. Since the Instron thermal chamber did not have any system to expel the moist air, the pre-existing air inside the chamber condensed over the sample. Thus, the expected result was not obtained for cryogenic testing of ECI. Therefore, the necessity of a moisture removal system arose so that the cryogenics test result could be conclusive and comparable with the hot environment testing of the ECI. High temperature testing was done by operating built-in heater inside the back wall of the chamber. Since the ABS materials had the melting point of approximately 100°C, the high temperature testing was done at 80°C.
The test bed inside the thermal chamber and overall low temperature test facility of the Instron thermal chamber can be seen in Figure 18. The liquid nitrogen cylinder was at the rear side of the chamber which cannot be seen in the figure. The temperature controller on the chamber wall was used to regulate the temperature. For low temperature testing, there were the following three steps: i) connect the LN2 cylinder with the chamber ii) set the temperature such as -50°C and iii) run the air circulator fan. For elevated temperature testing, the procedure was quite similar, although instead of the connecting LN2, the heater was needed to be turned on with pre-specified temperature and the fan was turned on as well. There was a consequent effect for operating the fan inside the chamber which will be discussed in the results and discussion section.

To accomplish the thermal cycle testing without the moist air and air circulation inside the chamber, the thermal vacuum system test facility was made. The most important and advantageous part of the thermal vacuum system was that the simulated space environment can be achieved. The

![Diagram](image)

Figure 19: Heater table for elevated temperature test facility inside of the vacuum chamber
Hot environment was simulated using the heater. For vacuum application, a table heater was made using the Kapton® Polyimide Film-Insulated Flexible Heater (KH-510/2-P, OMEGA Engineering). The flexible heater was placed below the stainless-steel plate on the table. The table size was 30cm×18cm ×40cm which is shown in Figure 19. Since there was a direct connection between the heater and table, temperature rising time was very short (approximately 2 minutes). Therefore, a small distance (5mm) between the PCB and stainless-steel table allowed only the radiation heat transfer mode. The 5 mm distance was made by using the insulator tape. The high temperature test table was placed inside the vacuum chamber. The temperature of the heater was controlled by the AC voltage regulator, as the heater was AC powered. Rated power of the heater was 125W and it can create the high temperature up to 200°C.

Low temperature test facility was made using the similar principle of the Instron chamber. Instead of the copper shroud to circulate the LN2, a copper block through hole was chosen for vacuum chamber. Figure 20 represents the block diagram of low temperature test facility inside of a vacuum chamber. Using the feed through of the vacuum chamber, LN2 was passed through the copper block and dissipated the heat from the inside environment of the chamber. As a result, the temperature falls within a short period of time (approximately 5 minutes from room

![Figure 20: Low temperature test facility using the copper block.](image-url)
temperature to -50°C). In this experiment, the flow rate regulation of the LN2 was the temperature control mechanism.

Thermal vacuum system was operated by a mechanical pump (XDS 5, Edwards Vacuum LLC, San Jose, CA). Vacuum chamber has some feed through for the connection of thermocouple, LN2 circulation, and electrical connection as shown in Figure 21. The pressure gauge was monitored to collect pressure data. Only the test board was placed inside of the vacuum chamber.

Figure 21: Experimental Setup of thermal vacuum system. Liquid Nitrogen flow controller used to change the flow rate and temperature for low temperature (-100°C) testing. The heater table was placed inside the chamber which cannot be seen in figure was used for the elevated temperature (up to 125°C) testing.
and rest of the electrical instrument and data collection instrument was placed outside of the chamber.

3.6 Electrical instrumentation and data Acquisition

Figure 22 shows the basic instrumentation schematic of the ECI testing in thermal environment. Resistance across each specimen trace was measured by creating the voltage divider with a known value of resistance and supply voltage. Since they were connected in parallel, voltage drop across the traces was same but the current flow was different. According to the parallel connection formula, output current was equal to the summation of the current flows through the individual resistance. In space, applicable solar array junction has 3.3V and 0.5A current flow. To simulate the similar environment and test setup, experiments were done using the supply voltage range 2-3.5V and the current range 0.01 A to 0.8A. The reason for choosing the low power supply through the trace was to avoid damage due to heat generation.

![Figure 22: Illustration of experimental instrumentation for the ECI testing in thermal chamber.](image)
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The power supply (CSI3005SM, CircuitSpecialist.com) used for the experiment had capabilities of delivering 0 to 30V and 0 to 5A. By regulating the voltage and current, a standard supply was fixed for each experiment. The resistances used in the experiments were 10kΩ and 1kΩ. Since the value of resistance was known, the voltage drop across the trace and the current flow was measured according to the voltage divider rule.

A voltage DAQ (USB 6008, National Instrument) was used to measure the voltage drop across the ECI trace. Among two wires, first one was connected to the bias line of the trace and the second one was grounded with the power supply. A thermal DAQ (NI 9213, National Instrument) was used to collect the temperature data using the K-type thermocouples. Aforementioned placement of thermocouple was similar for all testing which includes two thermocouples on the PCB and one above the PCB to get the environment temperature.

LabVIEW software was used for the data acquisition system. Temperature and voltage DAQ was incorporated with the LabVIEW and then the control interface was made to control the experimental parameter. The data collection time interval was one second. LabVIEW program was made in such a way that it can collect and store the data of the time, temperatures, and voltages for every one-second interval. Additionally, the LabVIEW machine vision tool was used to measure the average gap between conductive particles after SEM image acquisition of ECI surface.
Chapter 4: Result and Discussion

Result and discussion chapter have following three major parts:

- ECI testing in thermal environment chamber (Instron)
- ECI testing in thermal vacuum chamber
- Physical appearance and microstructure analysis

Each part of the discussion consisting of the low temperature and elevated temperature testing result. Also, the result of spring test in the thermal environment discussed in this section. Finally, a conclusion was made based on the parameters of conductive path development and potential application of ECI in future AM in space.

4.1 Spring testing in low and high temperature conditions

Thermal testing results of stainless steel compression spring were confirmed that the spring can provide minimum required force 10.02 N in thermal environment, which was obtained from Equation 9. At low temperature (-50°C), the spring constant was decreased to 1.05N/mm (at room temperature, the spring constant was 1.36N/mm) and at elevated temperature (80°C) the spring constant was 1.29N/mm which were calculated from Figure 23. Elevated temperature testing led to the thermal expansion of the spring, which was responsible to the deformation of spring. Deformation in spring buckled under compressive load instead of the linear strain. Whereas at low temperature, the shrinkage of spring reduces the spring constant. At low temperature, spring material shrunk and reduced the free length by 2 mm (0.078inch). Therefore, the stiffness of the spring was affected at low temperature. Though the spring constant varied with temperature change, the exerting force was still under the limit i.e. it was providing more than 11N/mm force.
Therefore, this stainless-steel compression spring was selected for use within the injector to advance the plunger and dispense ink.

4.2 Thermal testing of ECI at atmospheric pressure

The author of this thesis would like to define the term curing in following way: curing of an ink is the development of conductive path on the ink surface, subsurface or bulk after being dispensed on a substrate. This curing is not concerned about the fully cured trace rather the time required to achieve maximum current flow data. Maximum current flow data for each test refers to the current carrying capacity of conductive ink traces that was supplied from a power supply. For each test, there was some loss in current flow (40% of the total supplied current) because of
heat generation and electrical cable connections. Therefore, a maximum current flow 0.6mA was found against 0.9mA supplied current.

Initiation of current flow time of both ECIs (DuPont CB 102 and Ercon E1660) was measured in a thermal chamber at atmospheric pressure. In the thermal chamber, two different types of testing were performed. At first, the high temperature (70°C) testing of Ercon E1660 was done at the Instron thermal chamber by running the heater and air circulation fan. Current 1 and Current 2 represents the flow of current through the specimen 1 and specimen 2 respectively in Figure 24. TC-1 and TC-2 represent the temperature of each specimen which was collected using the thermocouple sensor next to each specimen on PCB.

Both specimens on the PCB were the same materials at the same time (each test). The main reason to choose the same material was to mitigate the risk of variation in testing data. The result
two specimens with similar material provided a better understanding of time and temperature dependent conductivity phenomena.

For specimen 2, initiation of conductivity was found at 28°C and maximum current flow (0.3mA) obtained at 72°C. The total time to provide the maximum current flow (0.3mA) for sample 2 was approximately 250s. In case of specimen 1, the initiation of current flow was found at 55°C. The time required to reach maximum current flow (0.3mA) through specimen 1 was short (approximately 50s) as compared to the specimen 2. Zoomed out area of Figure 24 (b) represents the temperature increasing rate which was 0.28°C/s. For specimen 1, exposure to high temperature (70°C) environment reduced the evaporation time and shorten the time to initiate the current flow. The reason for the variation in the initiation of conductivity time of both specimen was the trace thickness.

Initiation of conductivity through the ink trace depends on the surface and subsurface desorption rate. As the thermal desorption from metal solution is a surface phenomenon [74], solvent desorbed first from the exposed surface. As a result of desorption or evaporation of the
solvent, the surface layer of the ink conducts electricity by creating a conductive path. Also, the evaporation of the solvent was responsible for shrinking the ink trace by creating the space to accumulate the silver particles together. Figure 25 represents the ink physical appearance before and after the curing. Two specimens had different trace width and thickness. Specimen 1 had thick trace and larger surface area as compared to specimen 2. The relatively larger surface area was taking a long time to initiate the curing but once the subsurface cured at 55°C, it delivered the full amount of current (0.3mA). On the other hand, specimen 2 smaller surface area which accelerated the curing process. Since the resistance is inversely proportional to the surface area, the larger surface area has less resistance to flow the current. Although specimen 2 was started to conduct electricity early, due to the larger subsurface surface and cured area specimen 1 conducted a full amount of current within a short period of time. It is worth to mention that the bulk of the ink was not completely solid and this was confirmed by physical contact with a metallic probe.

CB 102 was tested under the similar environment to determine the curing properties as shown in Figure 26. Sample 1 was conducted a small amount of current (0.03mA) from the time of dispensing the ink on PCB. At room temperature (22°C), current flow was increasing with respect to time (up to 240s). When the heater was heating the specimens at the rate of 0.12°C/s, specimen 1 started to cure or provide continuity (current flow through specimen) by evaporating the solvent in a linear relation i.e. conducting current was proportional to the increment of heat. For specimen 2, conductivity was initiated at 240s (4 minutes) from the beginning of dispensing of conductive paste on PCB. The subsurface of specimen 2 cured within a short period of time (96s according to the raw data) due to the small thickness of the trace. The curing curve was similar to the E1660 but the remarkable point was the initiation of conductivity time after the ink being dispensed on the substrate. Though the current flow through the ink trace was initiated at 21°C,
the maximum current flow (0.3mA) was found after 62°C. Since the CB102 possesses the high viscosity and the solution started to evaporate to the environment at room temperature, it took a short time to cure and provide the continuity as compared to the E1660.

The early initiation of curing determines the ability to conduct electricity with shortest possible time. Though the total supplied current flow was 0.9mA from the power supply, each specimen carried only 0.3mA current. As the test setup of the circuit was divided the current flow using the parallel connection of resistance, the aggregate current flow was 0.6mA. More than 40%
Low temperature testing of the ECI had some challenges in the Instron environment chamber. There was no such way to remove the moist air from the chamber. During the low temperature testing, there were two different regions on the curing curve, frosting and defrosting in *Figure 27*. When liquid nitrogen (LN2) started to flow, the temperature decreased steadily to -48°C. There was no current flow through the ink for more than 1 hour. When the fan and LN2 flow stopped, the temperature was increased. As a result of that, defrosting occurred on the ink and electricity flow was initiated.
Additionally, the defrosting on the ink surface hydrated the ink and reduced the viscosity. As a result, the ink had more liquidity. This was confirmed by the physical appearance; the ink swelled on the PCB and the top surface was completely wetted. Therefore, the low temperature testing within the Instron environment chamber was not sufficient to provide the curing characteristics at cryogenic condition. Overall thermal testing at an atmospheric pressure determined the validity of the test procedure and suggested to continue the testing under vacuum condition, so then the testing results reflect the conductive characteristics at space environment.

4.3 Thermal vacuum testing of ECI

Thermal vacuum testing of ECI consisted of testing at elevated temperature and low temperature. Most of the space applicable materials experience the high temperature due to direct sunlight, and low temperature is experienced in the absence of light (dark condition). Therefore, materials and dispensing mechanism for space application need to be tested under high and low temperatures. The advantage of conductive ink dispensing at high temperature environment is the reduced time to achieving the maximum current flow. Due to the accelerated polymerization and cross-linking rate at high temperature, the process of creating conductive trace takes short time compared to the low temperature environment. The room temperature testing was conducted to corroborate curing information provided by the ink manufacturer. In this section, thermal tests were described by following sequences: high temperature, low temperature, and room temperature. The test procedure for vacuum thermal system was similar to the Instron environment chamber. Only the test board, heater (high temperature test facility) and copper block (Cryogenic test facility) were placed inside the chamber. The remainder of the electrical circuit was placed outside the vacuum chamber.
In the vacuum environment, high temperature testing of E1660 resulted in quick evaporation of the solvent within the ink. Initially, the system had a chamber pressure of 820 Torr (1atm=760 Torr). Also, the system was preheated at 41ºC before running the test. and temperature of 41ºC. Temperature was increased steadily and pressure decreased due to expelling the gas from the chamber. For each experiment in thermal vacuum system, reduction of the pressure level inside the vacuum chamber was rapid at first (decreasing from 820 to 0.25 Torr within approximately the

Figure 28: Conductive behavior of E1660 in thermal vacuum system. Elevated temperature (70ºC) and vacuum pressure ($10^{-2}$ Torr) accelerated the initiation of conductivity process which indicates that the ink trace will conduct current after being dispensed in space environment as well.

In the vacuum environment, high temperature testing of E1660 resulted in quick evaporation of the solvent within the ink. Initially, the system had a chamber pressure of 820 Torr (1atm=760 Torr). Also, the system was preheated at 41ºC before running the test. and temperature of 41ºC. Temperature was increased steadily and pressure decreased due to expelling the gas from the chamber. For each experiment in thermal vacuum system, reduction of the pressure level inside the vacuum chamber was rapid at first (decreasing from 820 to 0.25 Torr within approximately the
first 200 seconds), and slow towards the end where a pressure of 0.018 Torr was constant for 10 minutes. The initiation of conductivity started at 45°C and $9.31 \times 10^{-1}$ Torr. For both specimens, the total time required to create a conductive path that allowed to flow electricity was less than 60s as shown in Figure 28. Though the full conductive path development temperature was above 50°C, the testing continued to investigate the topographical condition of the ink, which is discussed later in this section.

At low pressure, trapped molecules on the surface and subsurface expanded, as a result outgassing occurs. Additionally, the elevated temperature during testing excited the process of gaseous molecules leaving the subsurface, and the same can be said about low vapor pressure molecules from the top surface. Only the particles that have the higher vapor pressure linger on the substrate. Depending on the conductive particle size and structure, accumulation occurs among them to fill out the void space and create a conductive path. This accumulation leads the current flow across the bulk of the ink materials.

Effect of particle size in the conductive path development process can be demonstrated by the high temperature testing result of CB102. Higher packing density between the nanoparticles as compared to the flake-based particles enhances the process of conductive path development, i.e. reduces the time to develop a conductive path on the surface or subsurface. The Higher packing density of the nanoparticles after the evaporation of the non-polar solvent is responsible for conducting electricity. Though the CB102 took a long time to provide current flow data (500 seconds as opposed to 320 seconds for E1660), the initiation of current flow time from the beginning of dispensing (200 seconds) indicates the possibility of premature solidification (curing) of the paste.
In Figure 29, a conductive path on both specimens was developed at 44°C and pressure level 0.37 Torr. Both specimen traces had a similar thickness, hence the continuity curve was very close to each other. After 480s (8 minutes), both of the traces were conductive i.e. they carried 2.73mA current. As the pressure decreased and temperature increased continuously for first 10 minutes, the solvent vapor pressure of the ink reduced. Lowered vapor pressure led the conductive particles to increase the packing density (reduced the distance between conductive particles) on the surface and surface, thus continuity was found within 0.37 Torr to 0.021 Torr as marked in

![Graph showing conductivity over time with different pressure levels](graph.png)

Figure 29: Early conductivity of CB102 at elevated temperature indicates the quick evaporation of the solvent. Total time to obtain maximum current flow through the ink traces was 318s.
Figure 29. Hence the point of interest in pressure was that pressure which is responsible for initiating the current flow through the ink.

LN2 has the boiling temperature -196°C. Therefore, it continued to cool down the temperature of the copper block during the low temperature testing. After 30 minutes, the flow of LN2 was stopped because the maximum current flow was achieved at that point. For the reliability of the data, Figure 30: Delay of the initiation of current flow of E1600 was found at cryogenic temperature in vacuum chamber. Conductivity was found within the temperature range of -28°C to -38°C. Maximum current flow (2.7mA) was achieved in both specimens at 1500s.
of test data, long period testing (more than 120 minutes) was performed and the temperature was also less than -100°C. Long period testing was conducted because it was not confirmed whether the current flow was from surface or sub surface curing or moisture particles on the ink surface. To confirm the reason of current flow, long period testing was performed hence all the moistures were removed from the vacuum chamber and maximum current flow was obtained because of evaporation of binder polymer from conductive particles. In the low temperature cases (when using CB102 or E1660), the conductivity characteristics were similar to each other. The benefit of the cryogenic tests was that there were no frosting or defrosting issues when using the vacuum chamber. Continuous removal of air and gas molecule from the chamber helped to prevent the frosting inside the chamber. Thus, the low temperature testing was not affected by any external agent as was the case with the Instron thermal chamber. Also, the vacuum level was almost constant over the entire test period.

As seen in Figure 30, the lowest vacuum was achieved at 500s and it was constant until 2500s. The test was started at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. As time increased, pressure and temperature were decreasing. At -20°C, initial continuity was obtained and full continuity was achieved within the next 200s where the temperature was -72°C. After achieving the full continuity, LN2 flow was stopped but the temperature continued to decrease to values below -30°C. Therefore, the low temperature and vacuum testing of E1660 demonstrates the capability to develop a conductive path by evaporating the binder from the ink. The comparison between two promising inks was possible after the low temperature testing of CB102 at thermal vacuum environment. CB102 was tested (as shown in Figure 31) in such a thermal cycle that had the initial temperature of 18°C and the lower temperature of -58°C. Though the experiment was started below room temperature, the low temperature range was limited to -18°C to -58°C. After
conducting several experiments in similar temperature profile, it was observed that the initiation of polymer binder solidification (development of conductive path) was delayed in CB102. Pressure level inside the chamber was maintained similar to the E1660 testing; lowest pressure level was $10^{-2}$ Torr after 8 minutes and remained constant until the end of the experiment.

From Figure 31, CB102 was able to develop a conductive path after a long period of testing (2000s) as compared to the E1660 (1200s). Specimen-1 had higher trace thickness, hence it failed to provide a maximum current flow (2.7 mA) over the entire period of testing. Higher the trace thickness had a larger amount of polymer binder presented on the ink. According to Clausius-Clapeyron equation (Equation 9), the relation between the temperature of the liquid ink and its...
vapor pressure is inversely proportional to each other. As the vacuum system temperature went down, the vapor pressure of liquid increased. Therefore, polymer binder in CB102 was not completely solidified or evaporated at low temperature and pressure. Partial solidification or evaporation of binder allowed to flow the current of 1.4mA, whereas the specimen 2 had small trace thickness allowed the current flow of 2.6mA. The solvent had a higher vapor pressure at a low temperature, as is generally seen with other solvents at a low temperature which in this case prevented the solvent from volatilizing and delayed the continuity result.

For space application, it is important to develop a conductive path within the shortest possible time after dispensing the ink. If a material is not completely cured but providing the continuity and fulfilling the low outgassing requirements then still it can be considered as dispensing material. Curing of conductive ink may take long or short time depending on the dark and sunlight condition. At sunlight condition, ink will experience elevated temperature (40°C to 150°C depending on the orbit and altitude) that promotes ink curing process. In absence of sunlight, ink will experience low temperature (5°C to -70°C between LEO and GTO) that slow down the curing process. Therefore, at low temperature (below 4°C) instead of curing, a conductive path is important to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ink</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Carried current</th>
<th>Time at which current has present (s)</th>
<th>Temperature of continuity (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E1660</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>-28 to -30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>45 to 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB102</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>-20 to -30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>45 to 50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
connect two terminals of the damaged solar panel to complete the circuit and charge the battery or power house. All experiments were conducted to determine the time required to solidify the binder or evaporation of binder to develop a conductive path on the surface and subsurface of the ink trace.

*Table 7* represents the summary of thermal vacuum testing of ECIs. At low temperature, CB102 had delayed in conducting electricity as compared to E1660. Though both inks conducted electricity at low temperature and elevated temperature, E1660 was more promising for DW in space. CB102 needs a very sophisticated dispensing system and conditioned space, else it will be cured before dispensing. Especially at elevated temperatures handling CB102 is associated with high risks in terms of premature curing than E1660 is. Additionally, a long shelf life at room temperature is helpful for the mobility and design of a low-cost dispensing system. As the E1660
showed the ability to provide continuity in a wide range of temperatures and had no premature continuity at room temperature, one further test in the vacuum chamber was conducted.

Room temperature testing result (Figure 32) in vacuum environment demonstrated the continuity test result in low pressure. Both specimens started to conduct electricity at 758s. Current
flow curve of both specimens had a similar pattern but thin trace carried 2.6mA and thick trace carried 2.1mA current after developing a conductive path. The reason for variation in continuity results already discussed in the previous test. The subsurface of ink trace was not completely cured; it was confirmed by the physical appearance. The resistance offered by the specimen 2 was greater than the sample 1. Differences of the resistance between two inks were found due to the thick (specimen 1) and thin trace (specimen 2) of the ink. So, the thickness of the trace was a variable for ECIs curing process. Higher the thickness of trace, more it will offer the resistance to conduct electricity. The room temperature testing provides the undesired properties of CB102 which is premature curing. Premature curing reduces the shelf life and decreases the reliability to shipping from one place to another place. As a result, only E1660 was chosen to dispense in space environment using a 1U small CubeSat.
4.4 Physical appearance and microstructure after thermal vacuum testing

In a vacuum environment, the trapped molecules from the surface and subsurface created bubble formation, which ultimately was responsible for outgassing of materials. Physical appearance of both samples after being taken out of the vacuum chamber contained bubble formation (Figure 33). The surface of the CB102 was damaged due to the bubble formation and destruction. Interestingly, the surface of the E1660 was not damaged (i.e., no perforations), rather the ink surface tried to stick to the substrate. The solvent of E1660 wetted the substrate and made a bond to adhere the conductive particles with substrate. Since the evaporation of the solvent occurred in thermal vacuum system, trace shrinkage was evident for each testing of E1660. For CB102 there was some shrinkage and smaller than the E1660. Adhesion of liquid materials to the PCB substrate in low pressure system is a promising characteristic of an ink to be employed as the dispensing materials to create a conductive path in an electrical circuit or solar panel in space.

![Image of physical appearance of conductive ink traces.](image.png)

**Figure 33:** Physical appearance of the conductive ink traces. Both samples were dispensed on an aluminum pot. The pot was placed inside the vacuum chamber for 1 hour to visualize the change in physical structure.
Evaporation of solvent from the ink created the pore which can be seen in 50µm zoomed in environment. Cured and adhered conductive material will serve the purpose to join two terminals and conduct electricity through a closed circuit.

For better understanding and studying the microstructure of the ECIs trace surface after thermal vacuum testing, cured specimens (E1660 and CB102) were taken under Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). There were two distinct regions on the ink surface referencing to Figure 34 the dark or black sections are gap between silver particles and white sheds are the silver particles. The gap between silver particles in the CB102 ink on the surface layer was found when closely looking at SEM image. Bubble destroyed section Figure 35 (a) was captured in 50µm

Figure 34: SEM image of CB102 was taken after curing in thermal vacuum system.
Figure 35: (a) Perforated section on CB102 ink surface (b) Measurement of gap area on perforated section of CB102 surface (c) Plane surface of CB102 (d) Measurement of gap area in plane surface of CB102 surface (e) Surface microstructure of E1660 and (f) Measurement of gap area on E1660 surface.

amplification SEM image to investigate the gap between conductive particles. Quantification of
the gap between conductive particles was done using LabVIEW machine vision tool. Figure 35 represents the images of CB102 (a, b, c, and d) and E1660 (e and f) that acquired before and after image processing in machine vision tool. Red area detected as the gap between silver particles and the black area was silver particles. The point of interest was the bubble destroyed section of the ink layer. Bubble formation in ink trace reduces the cross-section area that leads to higher current and potential over-current fusing. For CB102, two different section of surface microstructure was investigated by incorporating the SEM image in machine vision tool. In the perforated section of CB102 ink surface as shown in Figure 35 (b), the average area of the gap between silver particles was 245µm², whereas rest of the plane surface had average area 107µm². For perforated section, the particles area was 76% and gaps area was 24%. Figure 35 (c) and (d), are representing the images of plane surface area of CB102 ink. It was measured that 92% of the surface area was the conductive particles. Figure 35 (e) and (f) are representing the image of E1660 before and after the measurement of gaps area between silver particles. The average area of the gaps on E1660 was 110um². Area of the conductive particles on the surface was 94% and gaps area was 6%. Table 8 represents the quantitative comparison between CB 102 and E1660. In CB102, bubble destroyed section had the higher gaps as compared to the plane section. On the other hand, E1660 had fewer gaps area. For conductivity and surface finish after curing the ink trace, less or no bubble formation and destruction is desirable.

Also, the affinity to adhere with the substrate material is an important part, because at vacuum environment it is necessary to adhere with substrate with sufficiently strong forces; therefore, the solidified material will not evaporate anymore. When working with conductive inks, another important characteristic is the current-carrying capacity or ampacity, which is the current that can pass through the trace after making a complete conductive path without overheating or
burning the trace. Reduced area caused by the gaps leads to higher resistance of trace generate the heat and destroy the trace itself by burning. Therefore, different current flux needs to pass through the ink trace to determine the ampacity.

In space, charging and discharging is a most common phenomenon which could damage the trace. Charging and discharging was simulated during the image acquisition in SEM by applying different electron beam intensities through ink traces to observe the change of ink surface structure. There was a similarity between simulated space environment and SEM chamber that had vacuum chamber to place the ECIs specimens. In both systems, air and gaseous molecules expelled from the chamber and create a vacuum. UV irradiation effect can be simulated using the electron beam gun in thermal vacuum system. Whereas in SEM different intensity electron beam passed through the sample to acquire the response to electron emission. Therefore, different electron beam intensity light was passed through the specimen to create the representative UV irradiation effect. There were no noteworthy changes between the ranges of 10kV to 35kV. Image, as shown in Figure 34, Figure 35, and Figure 36 were taken at 30kV. Due to the bubble formation and afterward destruction on CB102 surface is inconvenient for space or vacuum medium application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECI name</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Conductive particles area (µm²)</th>
<th>Area with gaps and conductive particles (µm²)</th>
<th>Percentage of conductive particles area (%)</th>
<th>Allowable percentage of error for analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CB102</td>
<td>Perforated</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB102</td>
<td>Plane</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1660</td>
<td>Plane</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
While CB102 was experiencing the disturbance or irregularity on the surface structure, E1660 had given the more regular and well-structured surface. Interestingly, there was bubble formation followed by surface and bulk shrinkage, which leads to adhesion with the substrate material. Even though the SEM image in Figure 36 represents the gap between flakes due to the evaporation of the solvent, still there was no such damage on the surface compared to the CB102. Since both samples were placed inside the chamber and removed from the chamber at the same time, CB102 had a deteriorated surface due to the bubble formation which proved that the E1660 is more promising for vacuum application.

Figure 36: Microstructure of E1660 represents that there was no destruction of bubble. Silver flakes has heterogeneous size which can be seen in 50µm image. Accumulation of silver flakes conducted electricity and adhered to the PCB substrate as well.
Chapter 5: Conclusion and Recommendation

In this research possibility of the ECIs as extruder material of DW application in the simulated space environment were investigated. The key interest was the conductive behavior of two ECIs (Ercon E1660 and DuPont CB102) in the thermal vacuum system. The characterization parameter such as the development of a conductive path and time required to provide maximum current flow was first investigated at atmospheric pressure and room temperature. To validate the experimental setup and test procedure, elevated temperature and low temperature tests were performed using an Instron environment chamber. These tests were performed to demonstrate the continuity behavior of selected ECIs. The time required to develop a conductive path and resistance of ink traces after obtaining full continuity was measured by plotting the experimental data.

All tests were performed by dispensing the ECI using a commercial syringe. To demonstrate the automated dispensing system using conductive ink, a spring loaded micro dispenser was fabricated. Since the dispenser concept was for the space application, some parts of the dispenser (e.g. spring), were tested under a thermal system to determine the performance in the space environment. Testing of spring in thermal environment confirmed that the variation of the spring constant remained within the limit of the required spring constant. Other parts, such as O-rings and pin materials, were selected according to the space applicability requirements using the NASA low outgassing guide.

The thermal vacuum testing of ECI was performed using the vacuum chamber. This chamber test setup was modified for a low temperature (-70°C) and an elevated temperature (80°C). For each testing in the vacuum chamber, there was a time lapse from the ink dispensing time to
the start time of the vacuum pump. On average, the time required to close the chamber and run the vacuum system was 2 minutes for each test.

E1660 and CB102 had three most common difference in viscosity, polymeric binder (solvent), and conductive particles size. CB102 had a high viscosity (85Pa.s) that was responsible for premature curing or solidification of the binder at high temperature and room temperature. Premature and early solidification at room temperature and elevated temperature increased the risk of solidification before dispensing the ink from the dispenser. At elevated temperature (80°C) test in a vacuum chamber, CB102 created a conductive path within 200s, whereas the E1660 took approximately 225s to 300s. At room temperature (22°C), CB102 provided the continuity right after the dispensing on PCB substrate. At similar condition (22°C), E1660 provided the continuity after 750s (approximately 13 minutes). Early conductivity results of CB102 at room temperature indicated the premature solidification and curing. Premature solidification or hardening leads to clogging the ink inside the injector and orifice. In addition, premature curing and solidification reduce the shelf life.

Both of the inks created a conductive path at low temperature test in a vacuum chamber. At -20°C, E1660 took 1300s (approximately 22 minutes) to provide the continuity and CB102 took 2100s (approximately 35 minutes). For each test at low temperature (-20°C to -70°C), E1660 created the conductive path in 60 to 65% of the time required by CB102. The low temperature environment was responsible for the delayed evaporation or solidification of solvent from the liquid ink.

Additionally, the physical appearance and morphology of ink traces were observed to investigate the topographical structure change after thermal vacuum testing. In all three-different thermal testing (room temperature, low and elevated temperature) CB102 had the damaged surface
due to the bubble formation and destruction. On the other hand, there was no such damage (no perforation as found in CB102) on E1660. The destruction of bubbles created perforations on the surface of the CB102 ink. Due to the evaporation of the polymer binder from the ink, gaps between silver particles were found. Gaps between conductive particles on the ink surface were measured using the LabVIEW machine vision tool. In the perforated section of the surface for CB102, the average area of the gap was $245\mu m^2$. The rest of the plane surface (non-perforated) had the average gap area was $107\mu m^2$. In other words, the gap between conductive particles in the perforated section was more than double of the gap in a plane surface. This bubble affected section also had 24% area of holes and gaps whereas the plane section had only 8% of holes and gaps. E1660 had plane surface i.e. there was no perforation. Since E1660 has flake based heterogeneous silver particles, there was an average gap area of $110\mu m^2$ between conductive particles. Only 6% of the total surface area had the holes and 94% of the surface area had the conductive particles. Therefore, the high (94% as compared to the 76% of CB102) percentage of conductive particles on the surface of E1660 promoted the simultaneous evaporation and solidification of the binder from the ink surface and resulted in accumulated silver particles. As a result of silver particle accumulation, a conductive path was developed and conducted the electricity. It is important to bring attention to any space applicable materials that charging and discharging due to UV irradiation can damage and change material properties. During the SEM image acquisition, both ECI specimens were subjected to the simulated space environment because SEM chamber had a low pressure and charging-discharging environment. Charging and discharging were simulated using different intensity electron beams: 10kV, 15kV, 30kV, and 35kV. There was no change found on the morphology of both ECIs.
All the tests data generated from the atmospheric and thermal vacuum tests of CB102 and E1660 at three different temperatures (room temperature, low and elevated temperature) were indicated that the flake-based ECI has the potential for dispensing using DW technology in the space environment. At the end, material shelf life and curing properties in vacuum condition are the most important characteristics to consider as a space grade material. All the testing procedures and results successfully demonstrated the conductive behavior of ECI before and after developing a conductive path or curing. Though further testing is needed in a more sophisticated test facility that has a radiation environment, consistent temperature control and leak proof high vacuum chamber as the representative of simulated space environment, the information of this research work will help to select the materials to develop a repair kit using DW technology as well as future manufacturing in space environment.

Although this experimental study was performed in a thermal vacuum chamber that had the capability to create vacuum level of $10^{-2}$Torr, more vacuum level can be created to simulate the deep space environment. This experimental procedure and test setup can be completely implemented in a high vacuum test facility. Further testing of ECI is needed to perform in such a test facility that has the ability of electron irradiation, electron gun, UV irradiation, thermal cycle, and vacuum level $10^{-5}$Torr to $10^{-11}$Torr. The charging and discharging effect could be explained in details by changing the trace thickness and dimensions in simulated space condition. Also, the test data of these experimental study can be used to compare with numerical modeling and analysis of ink curing mechanism at space environment. In future, it is possible to formulate a polymer binder to (a) evaporate or solidify at low temperature and create a conductive path by combining the conductive particles and (d) modify the shelf life for long term operational life.
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